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The passage length between tne cylinder pressure and the measuring transducer on commercial instrumentation will cause diStorted pressure time traces. This is due to gas oynam1c effects caus1ng pressure pulsatiOnS in me 1nd1cator passage. Solutions have addressed the problem in bott:l the t1me and frequency doma1ns. The 1ntention of this paper 1s to exam1ne tour of these methodS 1n companson to lacoratory data. Then determine the most accePtable solution based upon accuracy and personal computer computational time. It was concluded that depending on tl'le SOlutiOn tools available to the analyst, both a time and freQuency domain solutiOn can satisfy the requirements mentioned above. 
NOMENCl.A TURE 
A oz Cross sectional area of indicator passage (ttl!) A rill • Reference speed ot sound at 14.7 ps1a ana SO"F (ftlm•n) C .. Capacitance (QcAtc2) 
c ,. NoM-dimensiOnal speed of sound (Cell Cr.t) Cd .. Local speed of sound (ltlmiM)· 
D = D1ameter ot indicatOr passage (ttl 
t "' Darcy fr1ct10n fac:ror 
Qc • AcceleratiOn ot gravity (ft " Ibm /lbf " s2) · i•.....rr-
k • Ratio ot specific heats (Cp I Cv) 
L • Inertance (11gcA) 
1 .. Length ot the Indicator passage (tt) 
n "' Number of harmoniQi 
Po '" Complex pressure at"Oownstream conditions (psia) Pret oz Reference pressure (14.7 ps1a) 
Pu "' Complex pressure at upstream conditions (ps~a) a oz Complex flow rate rlmlll) 
. R "" ReSIStance (10/geA D) 
Rg • Gas Constant (ft " lbf/lbm ,. • R) 
t .. Time it takes gas to travel from upstream to downstream conditiOns (sec) Tref • Reference temperature (60"F) 
u .. Non dimens•onal gas veloCity ( Ud I urel) 
Ud "'Local gas velocity (ltlm1n) 
Z "' Compressibitity 
ZC: • Characteristic Impedance 
T a Complex propagation constant 
w "' Forc1ng function Circular frequency (radlsec) 
o .. Density (lbm/tt3) 
"' • AbSOlute VISCOSity (lbf .: s/tt2) 
dx/dz = Speed of tne characteristiC wave 
Subscripts 
cy1 = Conditions at·tne cylinder portton of the passage trans =- Conditions at the transducer portiOn of tne passage 
15!9 
ThiS paper also refers to com~=Jressor tests .at low ratio, low speed condit1ons and 1·ugn 
ratio, high speed conditions. The low ratio. low speed eonditlon refers to tests at a pressure 
ratio of 1.6 and compressor speed of 1!515 rpm. The high ratio. h1gh speed conditiOn raters 
to runs at a pressure ratiO ot 2.5 and compressor speed of 1770 rpm (see LABORATORY 
DATA). 
Please note that the Y·<u:iS (pressure) of the graphs 1ncluOed in thiS report are g1ven 1n 
millivOlts. ThiS is tl'le unnormalizeo values of tl'le transducer readings ana w111 not effect the 
results found. 
INTRODUCTION 
The dimensions of a rec:1procat1ng compressor cylinder and commercial dynam1c 
preuure indicator test equipment result 1n the peckup usually beeng enstalled remote tram tl'le 
workeng pressure in the cylinder bore. The dynamic pressure measurement dev1ce is 
connected to the working cylinOer volume by a gas passage ot varying des1gns. Gas 
dynamiCS between tl'le inside of tl'le cylinoer and tl'le transducer diaphragm can produce 
segnmcant error 1n the recoroed dynamic pressure trace. Th1s translates 1nto a diStorteO 
pressure volume diagram. error 1n the 1nd1cateO l'lorsepower and error 1n diagnos1ng 
compressor performance problems. The source of thes indicated horsepower error· 1S 
somlltlmes referred to as cnannel resonance. 
ThiS paper will rev1ew lour methods of determ1n1ng and correcting for the effects of 
channel resonance error. These tour methods are: 
1. A semple model that considers only the teme tor a pressure wave to move tram the 
cylinder work1ng volume to the Indicator deaphragm. 
2. A Simple dynamic mOOel that acccunts tor one d1mens1ona1 flow 1n a duct ol constant 
cross SectiOn and is solved in the time oomaen by the method of characteflstecs as 
publiShed by Bradley and Woollatl in 1968. 
3. A detailed dynamec model that 1nctudes acoUstiC damping and. uses a frequency domain 
pressure pulsatiOn semulateon as publisl'leO by H. Kammin 1n an ASME Pipelinl!l 
EngenHring Symposium in 1989. 
4. A detailed dynamec model that IS. solved in the teme doma1n and tl'lat 1ncludes a detailed 
evaluatiOn of the physics of a reciprocating compressor Including near field gas 
dynam1cs. 
The paper will commen.t on tne method that otters a balance oerween acceptable 
accuracy and relateve s1mphctty lor efficeent aaaptat1on to a personal computer env~ronmern. 
TESTING PROCEDURE 
The laboratory tests were conduaed at the Oresser·Rand, Closed Loop faciltty in Pa1nted 
Post. New York. For a desct1pt10n of thiS facility see reference #1. The test vehiCle was a 
l'ugh speed, low horsepower compressor pumpeng nitrogen in a single stage configuration. 
Two passages of 6 and 12 inch lengths were desegned that would allow a Ashcroft K8 
transoucer to be pieCed 1nto the end of the passage and secured 1nto place. Another 
passage of min1mel length wes developed to record a "channel resonant free" signal. The 
transducer's electr~c output was transmitted to one of four channels on a Nicolet 4094 
Oscllloscope. A t1m1ng trace was transmitted to a different cnannel for top dead earner 
dafimtion. Each test po1nt was recorded onto floppy disk through a desk dnve connected to 
the oscilloscope. A BASIC compull!r program was written to establish communication 
berween the oscilloscope and an IBM PC vee a RS232 cable. The test data was tranSferred to 
the PC in ASCII format tor later analyses and manepulateon. 
lSZO 
LABORATORY DATA 
The experimental dynamic pressure data that was collected to evaluate Channel resonant correction procedures was measured at two pressure ratiOs (1 .6, 2.5) and two compressor speeds (1515. 1no rpm) as previously noted. For eech condition pressure-time traces were measured at the minimal, 6 inch and 12 inCh channel lengths. For the· sake of brevity, this paper will consider only the 1.6 ratio, 1515 rpm test point and the 2.5 ratio, 1n0 rpm point. 
The compressor cylinder pressure time diagraros plotted on graphs 1 through 4 were all measured on the outer end of the double acting cylinder. As expected, channel resonance is greater at the 12 Inch passage lengths than at the 6 Inch passage lengths. Also, channel resonance is greater at the low ratio, low speed condition than the high ratio, high speed condition. 
The laboratOry data shows that Indicator passage_ errors 
a) can redefine the expansion and compression lines and. 
b) show substantial amounts of pressure pulsations on the suction and discharge events. 
The affect these errors can have on compressor performance studies is important. The redefined expans1on and compress•on lines will cause incorrect diagnosis of leakage and capacity calculations. wh•le the pr!ISSUrB pulsations will cause an erroneous belief in valve dynamic problems. Born of these e11ects will produce an error in tl'le indicator compressor horsepower measurement. The aim of thiS paper is to determine the bast approach to correcting the indicator card for this channel resonant phenomena; the bast approach being defined as that method that offers a balance between acceptable accuracy and relative simplicity for efficient adaptat1on to the personal computer. 
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METHOD #1 : SIMPLE PHASE METHOD 
The first correction method was recommended by SGA/PCAC in their 1984-10 report 2. 
(SGA/PCRC hes recently dropped this method of calculating indicator passage error as 
oullined in their 1990 test report 3 ). It states that indicator passage error is a phase shift of 
the true indlcmor card or in other words the sole result of the time it takes tor the gas to travel 
trom the cylinder bore to the transducer diaphragm. This time is calculated as the length_ of 
the passage divided by the local speec:t of sound. 
c = ,.j kgcZRg T 




Graphs 5-8 show that this method did remove some of the phase shifting problems 
especially on the corrected 12 inch low ratio. low speed run. Unfortunately, phase shifting is 
only one part of the error caused by indicator passage lengths. Resonant effects are clearly 
present yet not corrected with this method. It is difficult to say if better results would be found 
st different conditions, i.e. shorter passage lengths. slower compressor speeds. different 
gases, etc... but it is certain this method cannot be used effectiVely in areas where pressure 
pulsations are present. If this method was assumed accurate, then faulty valve flutter 
diagnosiS will occur. The idea of correcting phase shifting solely IS an incomplete phys1cal 
model. Other passageway errors must also be addressed. 
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METHOD #2 : "SIMPLE TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION 
Th.ary 
The next correction uses the method of characteristics to find a dynamic _time domain solution that accounts for one dimensional now in a duct of constant cross sec:tion4. The assumptions are; 
1. frictionless passage 
2. no substantial volume at the transducer 
3. no pressure losses at the ends of the passage due to the finite gas velocity in the passage 
4. the pressure wave characteristics have c:onstant slope i.e. the gas velocity is muCh less than the sonic velocity. 
5. homentropic flow 
This method was introduced by Bradley and Woollatt in 1968 in which they concluded the preceding assumptions were reasonable based upon the scope of their testing and should not greatly affect accuracy. 
The method of charBC!eristics stateS; 
and 




. I dx rs constant a ong d'i" = u • c 
(3) 
(4) 
Given assumption #4 is true, then the speed of the charactllriSiics can be represented as the reference speed of sound Arat and dZ/dx .. + t~ 1.0. Assume that ar time .. 1, a pressure wave is at the transducer. Assume at time = 2, the wave reaches the cylinder. Finally, assume at time = 3. another pressure wave reaches the transducer again. Equations 3 and 4 gives; 
K-1 K-1 
(5) Ccyt(2) + 2 Ucyt(2) = Ctrana(3) +2 utrans(3) 
and 
K-1 K-1 
(6) Ccyt(2) - -2- llcyt(2) = Ctrans(1) 
- '"7'" Lllnlns(1) 
Since the transducer end is considered' closed, utrans(1) and utrans(3) are set equaled to zero. Adding equations (5) and (6) g111es 
Cc:yt(2) = 0.5 (Ctrana(1) + Ctrans(3)) 




p (k- 1) /2 k 
Prat 
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The program written to tnt this solution uses an array of pressure tlme points measured 
at the transducer for one full compressor cycle. The program uses a point at the transducer 
as time - 1. The passage length is divided by the reference speed of sound and multiplied 
by 2 to determine the pressure at time = 3. These two pressures are inputad intt:;~ eQuation 9 
and a value of the pressure at time ,. 2 is found. The new time is determined by simply 
adding on the passage length divided by the reference speed of sound to the original time = 
1. ThiS procedure is continued through the whole cycle. 
Oburv8tlons 
Graphs 9-12 present the results produced from this method. Acceptable accuracy was 
found at both the 6 and 12 1nch lengths with some m1nor exceptions. This method 
successfully filtered the channel resonance found on the cards. A small error was found at 
the low ratio, low speed condition on th8 discharge avant with the corrected pressure falling 
below the actual pressure. ThiS can cause a small underestimation of compressor 
horsepower. For the 12 inch cards. the method did not accurately correct for the 
compression and expansion line phase shift although it reduced the magnitude of the original 
loss. A misrepresented expansion or compression line will cause erroneous capacity and 
ho,.power calculations and lead one to believe thet leakage is occurring in the compressor 
when it is not. 
The condition that had the least favorable correction was the 12 inch, high speed, high 
ratio card. Both channel resonance and phase shifting was present. It may be adVantageous . 
to relax some of the assumptions for passageways of greater length and for compressors of· 
higher speeds. This was not done tor this current study. 
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The simple time domain solution is a simple yet etrect1ve method to correct for channel 
resonance in shOrt indicator passageways where resonant ettec:ts are limited. This correction requi~ minimal time for a solution in a PC environment. 
METHOD #3: FREQUENCY DOMAIN SOLUTION 
This method 1s a frequency domain anaJys1s that utilizes oscillatory forced vibrations tor pressure pulsation simulation. The pressure and flow at either the upstream or downstream 
of the passage varies harmonically at each point in the system at the excitation frequency. The amplitude and phase of the pressures or flows change with position in the system but 
remain independent ot time6. The govern1ng equation used tor this analysis is; 
Pc:yt = Ptranscosh( Tl) + CtransZcsinh( T1) 
T ""V wC (- wl + iA ) 
(10) 
(11) 
Since the downstream portion of the passage is a closed end. the transducer flow (Ctrans) is equal to zero, thereby reducing equatiOn (10) to; 
Pc;yj = PtransCOSh( Tl ) (12} 
The solution method generated solves equation 12 in a number of steps. The first step is 
to accurately represent the original pressure time cart1 into a series of real and imaginary 
coefficientS (a1,a2 ... an,b1,b2 ... bn). The indicator card can then be written as; 
P( t ) = PO + ~ a1 cos ( WI ) + a2 cos ( 2wt ) + . . . Sn COS ( nwt ) 
1 
n 
+I btsin(wt)+b2sin(2wt) + ... bnsln(nwt) 1 ' 
(13) 
. Trial and error has shown that 20 or more harmonics is sufficient to accurately define the pressur!l time trace. Once the series is defined, the values tor the pressures for each time 
step can be plugged into equation 12. Using complex number FOFITAAN programming, a 
new value for the pressure at the cylinder bOre is found. These pressures are represented as 
a senes of real and imaginary coefficients. The final step is to generate a Fourier series to 
convert the coefficients 1nto a pressure time equation for all crank angles. 
Observations 
The results found from us1ng this method were good. Graphs 13·16 indicate that the 
solution was accurately filtered out channel resonant pressure pulsations. Similar to the previous time domain solutiOn. the lower ratio, lower speed trace showed a corrected pressure line falling lower than the actual line. As mentioned before, this can cause a small 
underestimation of the indicated horsepower. Another problem is an inaccurate definition of 
the expansion and compressiOn traces. Once again. this error can cause a misdiagnosis of leakage effects and capacity calculations. 
It should be noted that the inaccuracies found with this particular set of data are small 
and that the remain1ng errors are insignificant compared to the cards without any type of 
correction. 
Certain assumptions with this method could effect the accuracy of the results. One such 
assumption Is the value of the resiStance variable used In the Imaginary portion of the 
l525 
complex function. For this particular application, a resistance value was used that is similar to 
the one cllscussed in Harlan Kammin's paper5. It is assumed the resistance in the passage is 
comprised of two pans; a part due to flow through the passage and the resistance due to the 
viscosity of the gas. It was reasoned that since the passage was a dead end channel, the 
resistance in the pipe due to gas flow was small or negligable. The equation used was: 
w2 4 
Req"' Rftow + ---2- JL - + 1.6(k·1) p QAcd 3 
(14) 
For this case, it is assumed that Rftow equals 0 and that the Prandtl number = 1.6. 
The mathemat•cs of the solution will cause a greater amount of computational time (as 
compared to other methods) which should still be small with modern high speed personal 
computers. The downfalls associated with this r:nethod are that; · 
a) it will take some time to run on older, slower PC's especially if a large number of 
harmonics are specified and 
b) it requires complex number FORTRAN programming to work correctly. 
It is felt that these downfalls are small and giVen the accuracy of the solution well worth 
the extra time. 
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METHOD #4 : DETAILED TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION 
The final method that will be addressed is a dynamic model that is solved in the time 
domain and includes a detailed evaluation of the physics of a reciprocating compressor near 
gas field conditions. This approach also uses the method of characteristics in which the 
1526 
magnitude of a pressure pulsation can be calculated by using the slopes of two intersading 
charactaristlc pressure lines. The solution is adaptable for varying lengths, diameters and friCtion factors. 
For this particular method, a test of its accuracy cannot be discussed since tne routine Is 
a subset Of a large Dresser-Rand proprietary compressor cycle simulation program. 
Extracting this routine to run on a PC proved not to be an euy task. For tha particular cases 
mentioned before, the graphs 11·20, snow tne compariSons between wnat the program 
thought a 6 and 12 incn card should look like and the actual measured card. 
As with the previous freQuency domain solution; tna value used for tne friction term nas a 
• large effect on tne results. As evident from the graphs, tne program calculated larger 
magnitudes of pressure pulsations for the tested channel lengths. Tttis is a direct link to tne damping factor used. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Tttis paper discussed four different ways ot calculating indicator passage error due to 
channel resonance. The methods looked at dealt with the problem in either the time or the frequency domain. versions ~ both approaches offered acceptable accuracy wnile 
maonta1n1ng reasonable computatronal time. In casas wnere a high speed computer (AT or better) is not available, tne simple time solutron (Method #2) is recommended. The simplicity 
of the solution makes it extremely easy to program and relatively fast computational time on 
1527 
almost any computar. If a slightly more deteiled !iOlution is desired and a higher speed 
computer is available, the complex frequency domain solution (Method #3) Is recommended. 
The test results showed that overall this method offered the best reaults. The detailed time 
domain solution (Method #4) is probably tne most interesting beCause it is part of a 
compressor performance calculation package thm determines an other variables present in 
compressor performance as well as indicator passage error. The emphasis with this method 
iS to predict performance results based on sound principles of physics and not data-fit 
equations. Finally, the first method did not offer acceptable results because it was an 
oversimplified approach to the dynamics problem. The complex freQuency solution dealt with 
the dynamics in grater detail and thus gave better results. 
The four methods presented here give tour ideas for correcting indicator passage error. 
Some feel the error's magnitude is less than the problem of correcting it. This is not the case. 
Even if horsepower numbers do not greatly change with the error, erroneous diagnosis can 
occur. It is Quite evident from the laboratory data that the channel resonance appears as 
valve tosses and leakage past valves. Substantial amounts of time and money can be saved 
if both the analyst and compressor owner can distinguish between what is real and wnat is 
error. 
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